Abram Ioffe , was an outstanding Russian physicist and organizer of science. October 29, 2015 marks 115 years since his birth. In this paper several facts of the biography of Abram Ioffe related to the development of the physical-technical aspects of agrophysics and his activities as director of the Agrophysical Institute are considered.
Abram Ioffe (1880 Ioffe ( -1960 , was an outstanding Russian physicist and organizer of science. He was a member of many academies of sciences, including: Goettingen (1924) , Berlin (1928) , the American Academy of Arts and Sciences (1929) , honorary member of the Academy of Sciences of the German "Leopoldina" (1958) , the Italian Academy of Sciences (1959) , an honorary doctor of the University of California (1928) , the Sorbonne (1945) , university of Graz (1948) , and Bucharest and Munich (1955) . A portrait of Abram Ioffe is shown in Fig. 1 .
October 29, 2015 marks the 115 years since his birth, therefore in this paper several facts of the biography of Abram Ioffe related to the development of the physicaltechnical aspects of agrophysics and his activities as director of the Agrophysical Institute are considered.
Creative activity of A.F. Ioffe was multifaceted and is fairly well documented. However, his activity in some areas and, in particular, in the field of the physicaltechnical aspects of agrophysics, have not been sufficiently described. It should also be noted that most of the document history of A.F. Ioffe is written in Russian. Since most readers who lives outside of Russia do not read Russian, but are still interested in the history of agrophysics, the activities A.F. Ioffe is not well known and will be of interest. In the 1950s, through the efforts of A.F. Ioffe, a vast territory near the Leningrad Physical-Technical Institute was allocated for Institute for Agrophysical and the main building built (Fig. 4) .
The definition of agrophysics was discussed by Uskov & Yakushev (2011) , in which they cited publications by A.F. Joffe (1955 A.F. Joffe ( , 1959 . In this publication they wrote the following: In this passage, the physical-technical aspects of agrophysics was not discussed. However, in the 1930s at the initiative of A.F. Ioffe at the Agrophysical Institute, several works were carried out which have made a significant contribution to the development of technical physics. In particular, B.P. Aleksandrov and A.V. Kurtener elaborated on the fundamentals of technology for measuring absorption / emission of infrared radiation on the soil surface. Specifically this included: a) Theoretical basis: the "binary method" was developed (Alexandrov & Kurtener, 1936 , 1937a , 1937b , 1938 , 1940 . This method provide a means of measuring the surface temperature and of studying the problem of absorption of infrared by gases and vapors. A method of filtering infrared radiation by a layer of selenium was also developed. b) Technological basis: He invented a method and device for measuring surface temperatures of soil, invented a device for measuring the effective radiation of the earth, proposed a new design for a highly sensitive thermopile, developed selenium filters with good optical properties, and conducted experiments which demonstrated the feasibility of the technology (Kurtener & Malyshev, 1941) . There is an autograph document (Kurtener, 2012) in which A.V. Kurtener wrote that the highsensitivity thermopile had been produced. In this document it is indicated that several hundred pieces of the device for measuring soil surface temperatures were produced. Also A.V. Kurtener in and A.F. Chudnovsky developed the analytical theory of heat transfer in soil and elaborated a number of methods for determining the thermal characteristics of soil (Kurtener, 1938; Kurtener & Chudnovsky, 1937 , 1938 , 1938a , 1939 , 1939a .
"…he pointed out the principal and important points about the time directions of investigations in this new branch of natural and agricultural sciences. These included development of research and
A.F. Ioffe paid considerable attention to the publication of the physical-technical research results. Many of the study results of agrophysical researches appeared in in the Journal of Technical Physics and other physics journals (Alexandrov & Kurtener, 1937b , 1938 Kurtener & Malyshev, 1941; Kurtener, 1938; Kurtener & Chudnovsky, 1937 , 1938 , 1938a , 1939 , 1939a . He called attention to the promotion of agrophysics in the world of science. The embodiment of the Ioffe's wishes has been carried out after his death when the two agrophysical journals appeared: the International Agrophysics (http://www.international-agrophysics.org/) and the European Agrophysical Journal (EAJ) (http://www.agrophysical.eu/ojs/index.php/eajournal/index).
It is necessary to pay attention to the character traits of A.F. Ioffe. On the website for the PhysicalTechnical Institute (http://www.uniphys.ru/ioffe.html, in Russian) there is a listing of the publication that have been produced by the Institute. In many of the articles that have emerged from the walls of the Physical-Technical Institute in the 1920s-1940s the name of Ioffe was not among the authors, although his contribution to them are clearly visible to anyone familiar with his work. This is a result of his moral principles and the exceptional generosity he provided to the other scientist. We can say that this statement applies to the publications of scientists of Agrophysical Institute. For example, in the early 1930s at the initiative of A.F. Ioffe, a study of the practical possibilities of artificial impact on the thermal balance of the soil was started. Among the works on this subject, the most significant was a monograph entitled "Physical basis of heat balance of the soil" (Alexandrov & Kurtener, 1935) . While he initiated the research effort, as always, A.F. Ioffe limited himself with the role of editor for the publication. In another example, in 1959 an outstanding work on the fundamentals of agrophysics was published entitled "Foundations of agrophysics" (1959) . And again, while it is clear that A.F. Ioffe work is represented in the manuscript, he is not among the authors of this book.
In conclusion, it must be emphasized that the concept regarding the development of the physicaltechnical aspects of agrophysics which were proposed by A.F. Ioffe, were successfully developed in the Physical-Technical Institute and this area of agriculture research continues today.
